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The ability to accurately and repeatably focus onto the surface of a specimen is critical to all
microscopy applications. In order to make proper measurements and analyses, the microscope
objective must be the proper distance from the sample or in focus. Thermal drifts and non-flat
specimens along with stage irregularities cause samples to move in and out of focus. Many applications from disk drive surface inspection, bare and patterned wafer inspection, surface inspection, TFT
array inspection and repair, lithography mask inspection, and PCB inspection require the precise
focusing that can be obtained via the use of a laser focus system.
As objective magnification power and NA (numerical aperture) are increased, the depth of focus of the
objective decreases. The depth of focus is the total depth range for which the sample appears in focus.
For a typical 5x, 0.15 NA objective, the depth of focus is 24 microns. For many systems that use a
motorized stage to scan the samples, this is well within the Z variance on a well made stage. At 10x,
0.30 NA, the depth of focus falls to 6.0 microns. At 50x, 0.80 NA, the depth of focus falls to
0.69 microns. It can be easily seen that an
automated focus system is required at these
higher magnifications to keep the sample
in focus.
Most digital cameras and image analysis
packages have automatic focus systems that use
histogram or contrast algorithms to find focus.
This is fine on samples that have contrast, but
are useless for samples that have very few
features, like polished glass or bare wafers.
These systems do work well on highly contrasted samples as they focus on the actual image, but they
do not work while the sample is moving. They also require the microscope focus to move up and down
through a range of focus to find the best position. This can take a considerable amount of time and is
often useless in high speed scanning operations.
Laser triangulation based focus systems are very effective on keeping an optical assembly a specific
distance from a sample. The problem with these systems is that they do not work through the objectives
and have to be offset from the actual area of interest. This can be a problem for many applications.
If the samples are flat and reflective and they offer well defined surface, the through the lens laser
focus system is ideal. A technique which can maintain an exact distance from the sample surface and
the objective lens will maintain best focus. The Prior Scientific LF210 laser focus system works with
virtually any infinity corrected objective to allow users to focus quickly and accurately on a variety of
reflective samples. Prior Scientific has developed a laser based auto focus unit, the LF210 which uses
this technique to maintain best focus when scanning a surface which is predominantly specular in
nature. Once setup, the sample can be moved under the objective and the exact focus distance is
maintained at all times. This process is totally automatic.
The signal to noise ratio of the system is enhanced with higher NA objectives. This means that the
laser focus is much more efficient for magnifications of 10x and higher.

The LF210 is designed to be inserted in the collimated light region of an upright microscope. This
region will be between the objective lens and the tube lens. The tube lens of most upright microscopes
form part of the binocular head. The laser focus module is easily placed between the microscope
frame and the reflected light illuminator. A deep red semiconductor laser diode , wavelength 690nm is
the light source. A knife blade obscures half then beam and the resulting half laser beam is collimated
by a lens. The collimated beam passes down the optical axis of the microscope after being reflected off
the 45 degree downward facing dichroic filter. This filter is efficient at reflecting the deep red laser light
while having high transmission for the rest of the visible spectrum. Since the laser is collimated it is
focused to a spot on the sample after it has passed through the objective lens. This spot on the sample
is at the same focus as that of all other light passing through the objective and hence at the proper
focus of the objective.
By obscuring half the laser beam the focused spot not only goes out of focus either side of the best
focus but the beam moves laterally on the sample surface. Reflected laser light passes back through
the objective and a percentage of the light is reflected off the beamsplitter and imaged onto a dual
sensor. If laser light power falling on one sensor is A and the other sensor is B then the spot position is
proportional to (A-B)/(A+B). Maintaining best focus requires setting the laser spot position as the
target position and outputting some signal which will drive some focussing mechanism which can then
maintain best focus. The LF210 has an integral microcontroller which enables PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control parameters to be set in order to achieve fast but controlled maintenance of best
focus. The error is updated every 1 ms and can be output to a very fast mechanical focus mechanism,
like a Piezo Z stage to give a very fast system response. These Piezo systems use the LF210’s DC
voltage output which can be preset to any range between –10V and +10V. It also has TTL pulse and
direction outputs which enable the user to connect to a stepper motor drive of their choice which can
drive the fine focus of the microscope. These features of the laser focus system allow it to be
continually focusing on the sample, even when the sample is moving. An in-focus deadband can also
be set to keep the focus position more stable.
An RS232 port is included which allows remote operation and setting up as well as the optional
LF100K keypad which allow stand alone operation as well as having an integral stepper motor drive.
Different PID setting and target focus positions can be set and stored for a number of different
objectives and easily changed via a keypad or through the RS232 port.
The LF210 can be easily changed by the user from a laser spot to a laser line. For samples which
have spot defects, or for wafers with structures the LF210 also has a additional lens which can be
moved into the laser beam which converts the focussed spot into a line. This averages the height along
the length of the line.
The through-the-lens focus capability of the LF210 laser focus system provides the fastest and most
accurate focusing capability of any technology current available for many industrial applications. Its
speed, precision, and repeatability make it the right choice for many critical inspection and repair
applications.

